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We measure the local harmonic generation from superconducting thin films at microwave frequencies to
investigate the intrinsic nonlinear Meissner effect nearTc in the zero magnetic field. Both second and third
harmonic generation are measured to identify time-reversal symmetry breakingsTRSBd and time-reversal
symmetricsTRSd nonlinearities. We perform a systematic doping-dependent study of the nonlinear response
and find that the TRS characteristic nonlinearity current density scale follows the doping dependence of the
depairing critical current density. We also extract a spontaneous TRSB characteristic current density scale that
onsets atTc, grows with decreasing temperature, and systematically decreases in magnitudesat fixed T/Tcd
with underdoping. The origin of this current scale could be Josephson circulating currents or the spontaneous
magnetization associated with a TRSB order parameter.
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It is predicted that all superconductors have an intrinsic
nonlinear Meissner effectsNLMEd.1–3 Many experiments
have been conducted to observe this effect in high-Tc super-
conductorssHTSCd.4–8 Some of this work observed a linear-
magnetic-field-dependent penetration depth at low tempera-
ture, in agreement with theory.1,2 However, the quantitative,
and some qualitative, details of the NLME signals in these
experiments did not agree with the theory. This is most likely
due to the presence of other, stronger, nonlinearities. In par-
ticular, most NLME experiments utilize sample geometries
that induce large currents on poorly prepared and character-
ized edges and corners of the sample. This leads to extremely
large edge currents, which can lead to vortex entry and non-
linear behavior that overwhelms the NLME.9,10 Therefore, a
measurement of thelocal nonlinear properties of supercon-
ducting samples without edge and corner effects involved is
desired.

In addition, nonlinear mechanisms in superconductors are
likely to be doping dependent. Experimental work11,12 sin-
cluding the one we present hered on doping-dependent third-
order harmonics or intermodulation distortion in high-Tc
cuprates suggest the time-reversal symmetric nonlinearities
are doping dependent. On the other hand, time-reversal sym-
metry breaking nonlinearities are also expected to be doping
dependent in these materials. For example, Varma13 proposed
a doping-dependent time-reversal symmetry breaking
sTRSBd nonlinear mechanism, which involves microcurrents
flowing along the bonds in the CuO2 planes in all under-
doped high-Tc superconductors forT,T* sthe pseudogap
temperatured. An aspect of this proposal was tested by
angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy,14,15 but no
consensus on the results has been achieved. Therefore, an
independent technique for detecting nonlinear mechanisms
in superconductors is desired, and we believe that our near-

field nonlinear microwave microscope is a suitable alterna-
tive.

We employ a near-field microwave microscope to produce
currents at high spatial frequencies, allowing us to detect
small domainsse.g., TRSB domain sizes are predicted to be
,100 mmd13 that may have distinct time-reversal symmetric
sTRSd or TRSB nonlinearities. Measurements of the nonlin-
ear properties of superconductors may give new insights into
the basic physics of these materials.

The details of our microscope can be found
elsewhere.16–18The basic idea is to send a microwave signal
at frequencyf to a local area of a superconducting film via
the magnetic coupling between a loop probe and the sample
surface, and to induce microwave currents in the sample far
from the edges. The induced current distributionJsx,yd is
concentrated on a lateral length scale of,200 mm with
maximum value,104 A/cm2, dictated by the geometry of
the probe and its heights12.5mmd above the sample surface.
Since the sample is nonlinear, it generates higher harmonic
currents at 2f, 3f, etc. in response to the driving microwave
signal. Note that the 2f and 3f signals are spatially distrib-
uted as J2sx,yd and J3sx,yd, respectively, and are more
sharply peaked than the driving current distribution. This
means that the nonlinear response comes from even a smaller
area of the sample. The 2f signal implies the presence of
TRSB nonlinearities, and 3f implies the presence of TRS
nonlinearities, e.g. the NLME. These higher harmonic sig-
nals couple back to the microwave system, and are measured
by a spectrum analyzer. The measurements are carried out
inside a shielded environment consisting of two layers of mu
metalshigh permeability at room temperatured, and two lay-
ers of cryo-permshigh permeability at low temperaturesd.
The sample is supported by a nonmagnetic ultra-low-carbon
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steel base so that all measurements are carried out in a nomi-
nally zero static magnetic fields,1 mGd.17,18

The harmonic generation is a very sensitive way to study
superconducting nonlinearities. Harmonic measurements
have been performed on superconducting films and crystals
to study the microwave nonlinear behavior as a function of
temperature and external magnetic field.19–23In addition, this
method can be used to study the nonlinear response of spe-
cific superconducting structures, e.g. a superconducting
bicrystal grain boundary.16,18,24In the present experiment, we
use this technique to study the local nonlinear response of
homogeneous superconductors as a function of doping.

Our samples arec-axis oriented YBa2Cu3O7−d sYBCOd
thin films deposited on SrTiO3 and NdGaO3 substrates by
pulsed laser deposition. The film thickness ranges fromt
,100 to 200 nm. All samples were deposited as nearly op-
timally doped. After deposition, they were treated by rean-
nealing in different oxygen pressures at different tempera-
tures to achieve the desired doping levels.25,26 Their
transition temperatures were determined by measuring the ac
susceptibility sin the two-coil transmission geometry at
120 kHz with magnetic fields,1 mTd after the reannealing
process. The hole concentrationx is estimated using the mea-
suredTc and the universal formula,27 Tc/Tc

optimal=1−82.6sx
−0.16d2, whereTc

optimal is taken as 93 K, the highestTc we
found from the literature. The summary ofTc and transition
width dT of these samples along with the estimated hole
concentrationx is given in Table I.

The nonlinear response of superconductors is temperature
dependent and much can be learned about the microscopic
properties through measurement of the temperature depen-
dence of 2f and 3f nonlinear signalssreferred to asP2f and
P3fd. Shown in Fig. 1 is a typicalP2fsTd andP3fsTd measured
on an underdoped YBCO thin film. The ac susceptibility data
show a sharp transition temperature at,75 K. Both P2fsTd
and P3fsTd show a peak nearTc. The peak inP3fsTd at T
øTc is expected because the superfluid density is small and
very sensitive to perturbations such as applied currents and
magnetic fields.3,28 The peak is well described by the NLME
based on, e.g., the Ginzburg-LandausGLd theory.3,29 The in-
set to Fig. 1 shows a GL fit to theP3fsTd peak aroundTc in
nearly optimally-doped YBCO withTc,89.9 K. This fitting
uses the quadratically current-dependent superfluid density
derived in Ref. 3 for type II superconductors,

nssT,Jd
nssT,0d

=
l2sT,0d
l2sT,Jd

> 1 −
1

2
S J

J0sTd
D2

,

whereJ0sTd=Jcs1−sT/Tcd2dÎ1−sT/Tcd4 is the GL character-
istic nonlinearity current scale, andJc is the depairing critical

current density atT=0. The superconductor is more sensitive
to external perturbationssuch as an applied currentJd nearTc
becauseJ0sTd goes to zero there. A finite transition tempera-
ture widthDT, cutoff screening length scale, and finiteJ0sTcd
are used to smear out the divergence of the nonlinear re-
sponse in the fitting,30 and the parameters for the shown
curve areTc=89.9 K, DT=0.45 K, andJc,1011 A/m2.

However, we note thatP3fsTd extends to temperatures
substantially aboveTc in the underdoped samples, which is
not expected from the ordinary NLME. It may be due to the
enhanced fluctuations in underdoped cuprates, which leads to
the appearance of residuals2 at high frequencies above
Tc.

31–33 The present work is focused on the doping depen-
dence of the nonlinear response nearTc, and future work will
examine the temperature dependence.

While the P3fsTd data are semiquantitatively understood
sat least belowTcd, the peak inP2fsTd is not expected from
any theoretical proposals, to our knowledge. We performed a
systematic study ofP2fsTd andP3fsTd in underdoped YBCO
thin films, and always observed this peak ofP2fsTd nearTc,
although it is smallest at optimal doping. Note that the ex-
periment is performed inside four layers of magnetic shield-
ing: two layers of mu metal and two of cryo-perm. This
shielding reduces residual magnetic fields and we find that
the P2fsTd and P3fsTd peaks are highly reproducible under
these conditions.17 Unlike the peak inP3fsTd, P2fsTd does not
extend toT.Tc, and abruptly onsets above the noise floor at
Tcsxd in all samples.

Both the magnitude and the width of theP2fsTd and
P3fsTd peaks nearTc are systematically doping dependent.
Figure 2 is a summary ofP2fsTd and P3fsTd of differently
doped YBCO thin films, with the temperature scaled by
Tcsxd. A general trend of enhancedP2f andP3f nearTc, and
broader distribution ofP2fsT/Tcd andP3fsT/Tcd in the more
underdoped YBCO is observed.

To quantitatively understand the doping dependence of
nonlinearities from the harmonic data, we need to turn our
data into a detail-independent measure that directly reflects
the nonlinear mechanisms. It is generally accepted that the

TABLE I. Summary ofTc, the finite transition widthdT, and
estimated hole concentrationx of samples presented in this work.

Sample Tc sKd dT sKd Hole concentrationx

MCS48 ,46 ,3 0.082

MCS4 ,54 ,1.7 0.088

MCS50 ,75 ,1.3 0.116

MCS2 ,84 ,1.3 0.13

MCS3 ,90 ,0.7 0.16

FIG. 1. A typical measurement of the second and third harmonic
response versus temperature in an underdoped YBCO thin film. The
open circles are theP3fsTd data, solid circles theP2fsTd, and the
solid line is the ac susceptibility data. BothP2f andP3f show a peak
nearTc, and onlyP3f extends toT.Tc. The inset is the harmonic
measurement on an optimally doped YBCO fit to GL theoryssolid
lined with parametersTc=89.9 K, finite transition width DT
=0.45 K, andJc,1011 A/m2.
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current-dependent super-fluid density for the NLME can be
generalized to describe the nonlinear behavior of other time-
reversal symmetricsTRSd mechanisms as34,35

nssT,Jd
nssT,0d

=
l2sT,0d
l2sT,Jd

> 1 −S J

JNLsTd
D2

,

wherens is the superfluid density,l is the magnetic penetra-
tion depth, andJNL is the nonlinear scaling current density,
which depends on the nonlinear mechanismsse.g., the de-
pairing critical current density for the NLMEd. The expan-
sion holds whenJ/JNLsTd!1. The scaling current density
quantitatively determines the degree of nonlinearity of the
associated mechanism. The smaller the value ofJNL, the
more nonlinear the associated mechanism.

Since the electromagnetic response of a superconductor is
primarily inductive in nature, it is reasonable to assume that
the reactance of a superconductor dominates its nonlinear
response. Following an algorithm described in detail
elsewhere,16–18,35we calculate the current-dependent super-
conducting inductanceL=L0+L2I

2, and the third harmonic
response generated byL2. The power,P3f, is proportional to
the square of the third harmonic voltage developed on this
nonlinear inductor, and depends on the penetration depth,
applied powersPfd, frequency,JNLsTd, and the geometry of
the driving current distributionJsx,yd. With this, we can ex-
tract the scaling current density from theP3fsTd data as,16–18

JNLsT,xd>Î11.94G3vm0l2sT,xd /4t3Î2Z0P3f,measuredsT,xd,
where G is the geometry- and probe-dependent figure of
merit of the microscope,G,31 A3/m2 at +12 dB m input
microwave power,v /2p,6.5 GHz is the driving frequency,

Z0=50 V is the characteristic impedance of coaxial transmis-
sion lines,t is the film thickness, and the numerical factor
accounts for calibrated system-specific detailssamplification,
cable attenuation, etc.d. Since the penetration depthl is in-
volved in the algorithm, to extract the doping-dependence of
JNL from experimental harmonic data we must consider the
doping-dependent penetration depthflsT,xd data are taken
from the literatureg.36–39

Shown in Fig. 3 is theJNL extracted from theP3fsTd data
shown in Fig. 2 at a temperature of 0.97Tc.

40 A trend of
decreasingJNL in the more underdoped YBCO films is ob-
served. If the dominant nonlinear mechanism that gives rise
to theP3f signal nearTc is the NLME, then the extractedJNL
should be a measure of the depairing critical current density,
Jc.

The depairing critical current densityJc is related to the
thermodynamic critical fieldHc, and the condensation energy
density U of the superconductor as JcsT,xd
<HcsT,xd /lsT,xd=Î2UsT,xd /m0/lsT,xd. Taking the
doping-dependent penetration depth into account, the ob-
served doping dependentJNL implies that the condensation
energy is also doping dependent. This statement is supported
by the work of Luo et al.41 who measured the doping-
dependent zero-temperature condensation energy density
Us0,xd of YBCO ceramics. We extractJcsT=0d from their
data and plot with our doping-dependentJNL in Fig. 3 for
comparison, where the doping trends are in good
agreement.42 This suggests that we have measured the dop-
ing dependence of the NLME nonlinear scaling current den-
sity in YBCO.

The observation of aP2f signal nearTc implies the pres-
ence of TRSB nonlinearities and a spontaneously flowing
current in or on the superconductor. To obtain a quantitative
understanding of the measuredP2f signals, we phenomeno-
logically propose that the spontaneous current simply modi-
fies the NLME in a way leading to broken time-reversal
symmetry:

FIG. 2. A summary ofP2fsTd and P3fsTd data measured from
variously doped YBCO thin films. The temeprature is normalized
by theTc determined by ac susceptibility. The measured transition
widths in ac susceptibility of these samples are shown in Table I.

FIG. 3. A plot ofJNLsT=0.97Tcd extracted fromP3f data in Fig.
2 vs the doping level. The doping levels are estimated fromTc using
the universal formula mentioned in the text and are summarized in
Table I. The depairing critical current density at zero temperature
Jc sT=0d extracted from the zero-temperature condensation energy
by Luo et al. sRef. 41d is plotted for a comparison. The dashed line
schematically illustrates the superconducting dome in the phase
diagram.
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nssT,Jd
nssT,0d

=
l2sT,Jd
l2sT,0d

> 1 −SJ − JTRSBsTd
JNLsTd

D2

> 1 +
2JJTRSBsTd

JNL
2sTd

− S J

JNLsTd
D2

,

where JTRSB is the phenomenological spontaneous current
density. Rewriting the linear term asJ/JNL8, where JNL8
;JNL

2/2JTRSB, we can follow a similar analysis
algorithm16–18,35to extractJNL8; henceJTRSB. As a result, we
find thatJTRSBcan be extracted directly from the datawith-
out considering the doping dependence ofl, or the precise
value ofTc as

JTRSBsTd >
2.8sA/md

t
ÎP2f,measuredsTd

P3f,measuredsTd
.

The extractedJTRSBsTd of YBCO films at different doping
levels are shown in Fig. 4. Note that the data can only be
presented in a temperature range where bothP2f and P3f
signals are above the noise floor, i.e., 0.97,T/Tc,0.99.
There are two trends observed in this figure. First is that
JTRSBsTd of all underdoped YBCO films appears to onset at
Tc, which can also be concluded from theP2fsTd data in Fig.
2. From the temperature-dependentJTRSBshown in Fig. 4, it
is likely that there is noJTRSBaboveTc, in striking contrast
with the third harmonicsTRSd response. Second, the magni-
tude ofJTRSBat a fixedT/Tc generally decreases in the more
underdoped films. To understand these behaviors, we must
identify the origin of the nonlinear mechanism.

One possible mechanism for TRSB nonlinearities is Jo-
sephson vortices in a superconducting weak-link network. It
is known that high-Tc cuprates, and particularly underdoped
YBCO,26 are often granular in nature. Although it is pro-
posed that the superconducting order parameter onsets at
much higher temperaturesspseudogap temperatured in under-
doped cuprates, the long-range phase coherence is not estab-
lished until the temperature reachesTc,T*.43 This is a nec-
essary condition for the existence of Josephson vortices in

the weak-link network since long-range superconducting cur-
rents are required to circulate among the network.

This argument suggests that the magnitude ofJTRSB
s!JNL at the sameT/Tcd is on the order of the Josephson
critical current densitys107 A/m2 at T/Tc=0.97d of the
weak-link network. On the other hand, the doping depen-
dence ofJTRSB implies that the Josephson critical current
density is doping dependent. This statement is supported by
the work of Sydowet al.,44 who measured the Josephson
critical current of 23° YBCO bicrystal grain boundaries at
different doping levels. They found that the critical current
drops by a factor of,100 from an optimally doped junction
to an underdoped junction ofTc,50 K. We expect that the
low-angle grain boundaries, which may be present in our
films, demonstrate a similar doping dependence.

However, power-dependent measurements ofP2f nearTc
are not entirely consistent with a Josephson vortex mecha-
nism for P2f. We observe a monotonic and uniform power-
law dependence ofP2fsPfd, Pf

1.8, as shown in Fig. 5. This is
not expected from a Josephson nonlinearity, which should
reveal a nonmonotonic power dependence ofP2fsPfd, fol-
lowed by saturation, as we have observed with the same
microscope in an isolated YBCO bicrystal grain boundary,16

and which is also expected from simulations.45 The unifor-
mity of the P2fsPfd response suggests that a global nonlinear
mechanism may be responsible for the observed signal.

The power dependence ofP2f is consistent with another
possible mechanism forJTRSB, namely the presence of an
exotic TRSB order parameter associated with a temperature-
dependent spontaneous magnetization.13,46This order param-

FIG. 4. The main figure isJTRSBsT/Tcd extracted from harmonic
measurements of variously doped YBCO films. The temperature is
normalized byTc measured by ac susceptibility. The inset is a plot
of JTRSBsT=0.97Tcd vs the doping level to show the doping depen-
dence ofJTRSB.

FIG. 5. The power-dependentsad P3f and sbd P2f measured for
the YBCO thin film with x=0.13 and fit at temperatures nearTc

,84 K. All axes are on a logarithmic scale. The solid lines are
power-law fits with slopes of close to 3 and 2 forP3f and P2f,
respectively, which is consistent with assumptions used in the algo-
rithms for extractingJNL andJTRSBdiscussed in the text.
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eter is expected to have a spontaneous magnetic field and
current associated with it when translational symmetry is
also broken.47 Several possibilities for microscopic TRSB
surface states in YBCO includes+ idx2−y2 and dx2−y2+ idxy

wave pairing states, which may break into domains of degen-
erate states.46 We note that the behavior ofJTRSBsTd in Fig. 4
resembles that of a TRSB order parameter, such as that seen
as an internal magnetic field in Sr2RuO4

48 by muon spin
relaxationsm-SRd, for example. This suggests the possibility
of a TRSB order parameter onset atTc in underdoped
cuprates. Also, several theorists have pointed out that an ob-
servation of fractional vortices with flux other than an integer
or half-integer flux quanta would be an indication of broken
time-reversal symmetry.46,49The experimental work of Tafuri
and Kirtley50 observed fractional vortices inc-axis YBCO
films by scanning SQUID microscopy, consistent with this
picture. They reported the enhancement of the local magne-
tization associated with these vortices as the temperature is
decreased, consistent with our observation of largerJTRSBat
lower temperatures.

Note that the smallest measured magnetic field associated
with JTRSBcan be estimated asB>m0JTRSBtø0.1 mG, where
t,1000 Å,l is the film thickness andJTRSB,105 A/m2 is
the smallestJTRSB we measured. Note that the sensitivity
limit to the local magnetic field claimed bym-SR is about

100 mG.48 This suggests that our microscope has excellent
sensitivity to TRSB mechanisms in surface states and thin
films. We also note that our microscope generates
nonlinearity-induced current distributions on the length scale
of at least one set of proposed TRSB domains.13

In conclusion, we have demonstrated direct measurements
of the NLME nearTc of YBCO films at different doping
levels, and found the depairing critical current density to
decrease with the doping level below optimal. This is the
first measurement of the doping dependence of the NLME,
to our knowledge. We also observe a temperature- and
doping-dependent TRSB nonlinearity fromP2f andP3f mea-
surements, which may be due to the presence of Josephson
vortices in a weak-link network, or to the presence of a
TRSB order parameter associated with domains of spontane-
ous magnetization. We phenomenologically introduce a
spontaneous currentJTRSB to quantify the strength and dop-
ing dependence of this nonlinearity. Our results are free of
edge effects, and have shown the unique ability of our tech-
nique to study weak local nonlinearities of superconductors.
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